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Confidentiality of data is the basis of a customer relationship with our company. In the same way as the banking 

secrecy legal terms regulate which, how and by whom data can be collected, stored and processed. For example §9 

of the German data protection law (BDSG) prescribes that data has to be protected against unauthorized access at 

any time. 

An e-mail is comparable to a postcard. Recipient and content are readable for everybody. In the same way as 

important information is sent via letter in an envelope or even as registered letter, e-mails with important content or 

attachements have to be protected. 

Hauck & Aufhäuser sets a high value on security and discretion. For this reason we have established additional 

technical possibilities to protect the electronic exchange of data via e-mail. 

We offer the following possibilities for a secure data exchange:: 

- Signed e-mails 

- Ad-Hoc encryption (PDF-Container/Encryptor) 

- Webmail user accounts 

- Certificate based encryption (S/MIME) 
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To setup a webmail user account or a certificate based encryption we have established a special agreement. If you 

are interested in using one of those methods to secure the data exchange with Hauck & Aufhäuser please get in 

contact with your customer consultant. Only with a signed agreement we are able to implement the chosen way of 

encryption.  

This agreement has to be terminated in written form under the following conditions: 

- The e-mail address you have registered for the usage of our webmailer was deleted or changed by yourself 

- The S/MIME certificate is expired and will not be extended 

- The S/MIME certificate is withdrawn 

- A permanent encryption of e-mail respectively the usage of your Webmail account is not desired anymore 
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All e-mails from employees of Hauck & Aufhäuser are signed by a personal digital signature. The digital signature of 

the employee is named smime.p7s and will be attached to all e-mails. This is one more step to increase the security 

of the data exchange with our customers and partners. 

A digital signature is a cryptographic procedure in which a unique number is calculated for each message. Through 

this number authorship and membership can be validated by anybody.  

Digital signatures are based on asymmetric crypto systems and hence use a key pair consisting of private key 

(secret) and public key (not secret).  

All signatures of Hauck & Aufhäuser are issued and verified by the trustcenter of SwissSign. They contain the public 

certificate of the employee as well as the so called root and intermediate certificate of SwissSign. 

 

 

2. E-MAIL SIGNATURE 
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By using the PDF-Container  we are able to ad hoc encrypt confidential content or attachments of e-mails sent to 

you. 

The content of the mail and its attachments (PDF files, Office files, pictures, etc.) are packed into a password 

protected PDF file (so called PDF-Container).  

The mail you receive will contain the PDF file and the following hint: 

„Diese Nachricht wird Ihnen als verschlüsseltes PDF zugestellt. Anhänge der Originalmail sind dem PDF als 

Anhänge beigefügt.  

Wichtig: Das Passwort für den Zugriff auf das verschlüsselte PDF wird Ihnen auf anderem Wege mitgeteilt.„ 

When you try to open the PDF file you will be asked to enter a password which will be given to you by the sender via 

a different communication channel (phone, SMS, etc.): 

 

 

 

Zip files, applications and configuration files (*.ini, *.cfg, etc.) are not allowed to be part of a PDF-Container. 

 

3. AD-HOC ENCRYPTION (PDF-CONTAINER / ENCRYPTOR) 
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Within the PDF file the real content of the e-mail including disclaimer will be found. 

Attachments can be accessed via the paper clip icon below the links. 

If no icon is shown in your Acrobat Reader the attachments can also be shown via the menu bar. 

„Anzeige – Navigationsfenster – Anlagen“ 

[Display - Navigation window – Attachments] 
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The encryptor is an application which can be downloaded from our homepage. You can use this application to 

encrypt your e-mail attachments. The encryptor is exclusively valid for e-mail traffic with Hauck & Aufhäuser.  

As just attachments are encrypted the actual body of the e-mail must not contain confidential data.  

All files encrypted with the encryptor can solely decrypted by Hauck & Aufhäuser. Other recipients are not able to 

access the attachments. 

Installation and usage of the encryptor are described in a separate documentation which is also available on our 

homepage. 
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For the regular mailing of encrypted data we offer our webmailer. The webmailer is a data room at Hauck & Aufhäuser 

accessible via the Internet. To log on, you have to enter your registered e-mail address and password. With this 

account you have the possibility to send answers to e-mails from Hauck & Aufhäuser respectively to send new e-

mails to us. The entire e-mail traffic via the webmailer is encrypted and can be classified as secure according to the 

actual state of the art. 

This service mainly addresses private customers but also business partners with which confidential data is 

exchanged. A webmail account is always assigned to a natural person which needs to sign a certain agreement. It is 

not possible to setup an account for an entire company, a postbox or a group of people. 

Hauck & Aufhäuser grants a retention of e-mails for a maximum of 180 days. Mails exceeding this time period will be 

deleted automatically without prior notice. For this reason we recommend to store important information from Hauck & 

Aufhäuser directly on your local PC. 

Important notice: 

After setting up the account all e-mails of Hauck & Aufhäuser sent to the registered e-mail address will be delivered to 

the webmailer without exception. 

The usage of the webmailer is described in a separate documentation which is also available on our homepage. 

 

4. WEBMAIL USER ACCOUNT (PERMANENT ENCRYPTION) 
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To use the certificate based encryption with Hauck & Aufhäuser, you have to own a valid S/MIME certificate of an 

official trustcenter or possess a company certificate in case of bigger companies. We reserve the right to validate and, 

if necessary, reject the relevant certificates. 

The advantage of a certifcate based encryption is the direct delivery to your e-mail system. After setting up the 

encryption all e-mail sent to the given e-mail address or domain will be encypted without exception.  

If the mentioned requirements for a S/MIME encryption are fulfilled and if you would like to use this method for the e-

mail traffic with Hauck & Aufhäuser please get in contact with your customer consultant. 

5. CERTIFICATE BASED ENCRYPTION (PERMANENT ENCRYPTION) 


